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Take a front-row seat and witness the filmmaking magic that brought J.K. RowlingÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s script

for Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them to the screen.Ã‚Â  Explore the realm of fantastical

creatures that roam the wizarding world and discover the magical cast of characters in pursuit of

them.Officially licensed by Warner Bros. Consumer Products, and designed by MinaLima, designers

of the graphic props for the Harry Potter films as well as Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them,

The Case of Beasts delivers an enchanting interactive experience by sharing filmmaking secrets,

film photography and artwork, and behind-the-scenes stories from cast and crew. Full of removable,

facsimile reproductions of props and paper ephemera from the movie, along with some very special

effects, this collectible volume offers a unique look from the talented group who created this movie

magic.
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There are two books on the making of the film. This is one (160 pages) and the other is 'Inside the

Magic: The Making of Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them' (144 pages).Both books talk

about the making of the film so I don't know why it's necessary to put out two books other than to



confuse the fans. I recommend getting The Case of Beasts instead because it's the better book.This

is a hardcover book that comes with a magnetic latch which is quite cool as it's made to look like

Newt's case.Focus of this book are on the characters and location. It talks in detail about the actors,

the story characters and the locations. It answers a lot of whys and hows. You can read about why

the actors are casted, the peculiar of the characters, how they recreated the 1920s New Yorks, how

the sets were designed, the props that were used, the research that went into making the film.There

are lots of behind-the-scenes photos, film stills, designs and pictures of the props. This book is

presented like a scrapbook. There are also items pasted onto the pages, such as Henry Shaw's

campaign brochure, Porpertina Goldstein's identification card issued by Macusa, two maps one of

which was shown pinned to a board in the film, large wanted posters for Newt and Porpertina, and

an application form for wand permit.There's so much to explore in this book. I'm pretty sure it will

delight all fans of the film.(See more pictures of the book on my blog. Just visit my  profile for the

link.)

I am absolutely in love! Living in the US this is about as close as I can get to seeing all of the

magical items at the House of MinaLima. I adore all of the pull outs and it really brings the movie

and the magic into your home. The whole book is just art in itself. I didn't even know about it and

saw it on the MinaLima instagram and knew I had to have it. It's perfect for any Harry Potter fan. My

brain is on overload flipping through the pages. ALSO: I LEGITIMATELY NEED TO KNOW IF I CAN

SUBMIT THIS APPLICATION FOR WAND PERMIT!!! Please? Ha ha. Love the book and the

movies and it's amazing to have a piece of the magic at home.

I haven't actually watched the movie yet but when I noticed that this book was designed by

MinaLima, this was an instant buy for me. I was certainly not disappointed. I loved the work they did

in the harry potter films and this is not an exception. I love the posters, the inserts and everything

about it!

I bought this as a Christmas present for my roommate and is taking every ounce of my self restraint

not to keep it for myself. I looked through the book briefly and it is the coolest book!The handouts

are the best part, especially the Wanted posters.Overall the greatest gift I could get her and I'm

hoping she is as excited as I am or I will take it back for myself

Yes yes yes!!!! Also do not forget to buy the Harry Potter film wizardry as well, it has loads of pull



outs too! When I met D. Rad in person, he signed his "Undesirable No. 1" poster by Minalima. :)

Easily the best of the three companion books Harper Collins published. The amount of insight and

detail in the behind the scenes looks at different aspects were incredible. This one, unlike the other,

really focused on the production aspects - what each department did and why and how. Plus the

graphic art and prop facsimiles and recreations were rad.

I have a similar book for the HP movies and I absolutely love it so I knew this would be just as

amazing. Full of fun facts and little graphic design props for you to remove and decorate with if you

want! I know I hung up Newt's wanted poster! I guess this book came out before the movie because

I noticed some differences. Ex: scenes and characters described that must have been cut from the

final movie, but that didn't really bother me. They'll probably be on the DVD!

Yes this is a very well done book. My only complaint is that there truly only one page or less for

each beast. I think that one of the most exciting parts of the movie were the Fantastic Beasts and

my son will be disappointed that there are not more pictures of all the beasts.
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